Austrian Open / Styrian International 2021

COVID Testing Instructions
These Instructions are for participants and spectators (not for technical officials and volunteers)!
Take care that you have enough time before you want to enter the venue! There can be waiting
times of up to 30 minutes and it can take up to 30 minutes to get the test result after being tested.
You will also need your passport and a FFP2-mask, so make sure to take them with you!
The test center is in Messehalle A, Messeplatz 1, 8010 Graz (http://styrian-international.at/map ).
Test times: Mon-Thu 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. | Fri 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. | Sat, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. | Sun, 8:00 a.m. to
12:00 p.m.
Look for the “Testen” sign. There are two
waiting lines in front of the entry to the
Testen/Test Station - take the left one (“ohne
Termin” = test without appointment)!
When you are inside, fill in the form on the
tables as shown on the next page and go on.

The tests are self-tests (you have to do the testing by yourself). Here is a quick overview:

Disinfect hands

Insert 2.5cm
into nostril

Twist 5x

Clean nose

Take out the swab

Repeat in
other nostril

Put the swab in
the tube

You will get more instructions right before the test. If you are not comfortable doing the test
yourself, talk to a person in uniform and the test will be done for you.
You can choose to get the result by e-mail or by SMS. If the test is finished you will get a link to see
your result (you need a working internet connection to access the result). If that is not possible, tell
them at the registration and you will get a printed version (you will have to wait at the testing station
there for the print out).
If your get a positive test result, you have to inform the organizer immediately (+43 680 2328428)!

Fill out the form as shown below. Leave everything else blank!

Last name

Date of birth
Gender

First name
postal code and city,

Mobile phone

street of your hotel

E-Mail

For minors (< 18 years):
Choose this and write the full name and date of
birth of a legal guardian below. The guardian has
to sign the form.

Date, Signature

